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QUESTION 1

Vault policies are deny by default 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

Everything in Vault is path-based including policies. Policies provide a declarative way to grant or forbid access to
certain paths and operations in Vault. Policies are deny by default, so an empty policy grants no permission in the
system. 

 

QUESTION 2

In a Consul cluster, participating nodes can be only one of two types. Select the valid types. (select two) 

A. follower 

B. secondary 

C. active 

D. primary 

E. leader 

F. passive 

Correct Answer: AE 

Within each datacenter, we have a mixture of clients and servers. It is expected that there be between three to five
servers. This strikes a balance between availability in the case of failure and performance, as consensus gets
progressively slower as more machines are added. However, there is no limit to the number of clients, and they can
easily scale into the thousands or tens of thousands. Server or Leader - It indicates whether the agent is running in
server or client mode. Server nodes participate in the consensus quorum, storing cluster state, and handling queries. At
any given time, the peer set elects a single node to be the leader. The leader is responsible for ingesting new log
entries, replicating to followers, and managing when an entry is considered committed. Client or Follower - Client nodes
make up the majority of the cluster, and they are very lightweight as they interface with the server nodes for most
operations and maintain a very little state of their own. Reference link:- https://www.consul.io/docs/internals/
architecture.html 

 

QUESTION 3

From the options below, select the benefits of using the PKI (certificates) secrets engine: (select three) 

A. TTLs on Vault certs are longer to ensure certificates are valid for a longer period of time 

B. Vault can act as an intermediate CA 
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C. reducing, or eliminating certificate revocations 

D. reduces time to get a certificate by eliminating the need to generate a private key and CSR 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Reference link:- https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/secrets/pki 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following connection types are supported by the remote-exec provisioner? (select two) 

A. rdp 

B. smb 

C. ssh 

D. winrm 

Correct Answer: CD 

The remote-exec provisioner invokes a script on a remote resource after it is created. The remote- exec provisioner
supports both ssh and winrm type connections. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the result of the following Vault command? 

vault auth enable userpass 

A. Imports usernames and passwords from LDAP to the local database 

B. allows Vault to access usernames and passwords stored in a second Vault cluster 

C. Enables Vault to use external services to authenticate clients to Vault 

D. mounts the userpass auth method to the default path 

Correct Answer: D 

The auth enable command enables an auth method at a given path. If an auth method already exists at the 

given path, an error is returned. 

Command to enable auth method vault auth followed by the name of the auth method. 

Additional parameters can be included to specify the name of the mount. 
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